


The kilowatt-hour 

Electrical utility companies who provide energy for homes provide a monthly bill charging those homes for the electrical energy that they 

used. A typical bill can be very complicated with a number of line items indicating charges for various aspects of the utility service. But 

somewhere on the bill will be a charge for the number of kilowatt-hours of electricity that were consumed. Exactly what is a kilowatt-hour? 

Is it a unit of power? time? energy? or some other quantity? And when we pay for the electricity that we use, what exactly is it that we are 

paying for? 

A careful inspection of the unit kilowatt-hour reveals the answers to these questions. A kilowatt is a unit of power and an hour is a unit of 

time. So a kilowatt • hour is a unit of Power • time. If Power = ∆Energy / time, then Power • time = ∆Energy. So a unit of power • time is a 

unit of energy. The kilowatt • hour is a unit of energy. When an electrical utility company charges a household for the electricity that they 

used, they are charging them for electrical energy. A utility company in the United States is responsible for assuring that the electric potential 

difference across the two main wires of the house is 110 to 120 volts. And maintaining this difference in potential requires energy. 

It is a common misconception that the utility company provides electricity in the form of charge carriers or electrons. The fact is that the  

mobile electrons that are in the wires of our homes would be there whether there was a utility company or not. The electrons come with the   

atoms that make up the wires of our household circuits. The utility company simply provides the energy that causes the motion of the charge 

carriers within the household circuits. And when they charge us for a few hundred kilowatt-hours of electricity, they are providing us with an 

energy bill. 

 

 


